Two management models in Chinese municipalities
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

This study uses a micro set of Chinese city-level data to understand the varying choices taken by municipal officials in their distribution of a minimum livelihood scheme.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9105

New book: Chinese City and Regional Planning Systems
edited by Monique Abud

A book by Li Yu (Cardiff University), a 'comprehensive examination and critical evaluation' of the Chinese planning system.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9093

A distinctive social class
written by Miguel Elosua

Farmers enjoying tea at a local teahouse in Yongchuan district (永川区), Chongqing. Photo taken during a field trip to Chongqing in November 2013.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9203

The political economy of urban ruins: redeveloping Shanghai
edited by Monique Abud

An essay by Ren Xuefei (Michigan State University), about the political economy of urban ruins in Shanghai.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9097
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/
urbachina-edition@services.cnrs.fr
The current dilemma and future path of China’s electric vehicles
edited by Monique Abud

Despite an ambitious development target, what factors have impeded the full development of electric vehicles in China?
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9156

巴黎近郊实施「上学路队计划 (Pedibus)」
written by Chi-Han Ai

针对节能减排，绿色公交的计划项目之一。
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9160

Marriage entry and real estate
written by Sebastien Goulard

http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9149
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